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Abstract:

Instant messaging is very popular in consumer sector. However, it has yet to be used widely in the commercial sector as e-mail is currently used. The major drawback has been the vulnerabilities associated with IM technology. These vulnerabilities have created several security issues. The security issues have made organizations think before exploiting IM technology. This paper provides an overview of IM technology. It discusses vulnerabilities of IM and related security issues. This paper also provides an insight into the considerations an enterprise should give during the implementation of IM technology and related products.
Understanding Instant Messaging (IM) and its security risks

In May 2003, Yahoo Instant Messaging (IM) and the combination of Web Camera was my savior. I had surgery that affected my voice, which in turn prevented me from conversing on the phone. I knew this was going to be emotionally very hard on my family abroad who could not hear my voice. But with the latest technology in Instant messaging area we mitigated this tense situation. Day after my surgery, from the comforts of my home, I just hopped on Yahoo Instant Messenger. My family could see me in person on Web Cam. They could not hear my voice but my well being was communicated to them via Web camera. My father thanks the Web camera and tells me how relieved he felt just to be able to see me online. Seeing my movements on web camera assured my family of my well being. Such effective communication and it cost me very little to make it possible.

I. Emergence of IM
In last few years Internet has set the direction of how, where and the way we communicate. E-mail has become a mainstream form of communication and has replaced the traditional letters, especially for people who live away from their families half way across the world! Who wants to wait 7 to 8 days just to know your families well being! Who wants to spend hundreds of dollars and deal with the bad connection over the telephone! Countless e-mail messages are sent and received all over the world on a daily basis.

In last couple of decades people have started using Internet regularly. The need of live and sensible way of communication over Internet has increased rapidly. The start of Instant Messaging came about in 1996. Instant Messenger is client software that allows person to person interactive communication in real-time provided both users have the same software. Such communication is called ‘chat’. Company named Mirablis, Ltd., introduced ICQ, instant messaging utility. ICQ, in shorthand language is “I seek you”.

II. How does IM work
Instant messaging works as its name. It delivers the user’s message to his desired contact instantly. The message delivery is instant provided users contact person is online. The client software allows user to maintain a list of contacts that he wants to communicate. User can send messages to any of the contacts in his list. Such list is referred to as a buddy list or contact list. This contact list is nothing but e-mail ID of a contact. The user and his contact can send instant messages to each other provided both of them are on each other’s contact list. The contact list can be managed by adding, deleting or editing the contacts e-
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mail ID and other related information. Also a group can be formed of different ID. Creating groups helps when sending mass communications. User can also block a particular contact or every one who is not on his contact list from sending an instant message. Setting the appropriate privacy settings does this.

When user tries to send a message to his contact the software opens up a small interactive window. In this window user and his contact can type a message. The user and his contact can see the message window and messages within the window. Messages can be printed, saved and archived. Along with text messages, a file, graphics, image or voice can also be sent instantly using the messaging.

Nowadays use of web camera makes this interaction even more thrilling. It is amazing to see the reaction of the user at the other end as he reads the instant message.

On Yahoo Messenger service user can send an offline message to the other user on the list. When the other user logs on his Yahoo Messenger, message window pops up and makes user aware of the offline message. User then can click on the offline message to read the message. This makes it much more convenient than e-mail. Microsoft’s MSN Service does not provide offline message feature. If user whom you want to send message is not online then whatever message you want to send needs to be sent in e-mail format.

When user logs on Instant messenger service he can see the presence of the friends on his contact list and vice versa. User can show his availability via Instant Messenger. Sometimes user is online but is busy and do not wish to respond to any instant messages. In such situations user can change his status to ‘Busy’ or ‘Not available’. This allows the person who is trying to contact user know the reasoning behind the non-availability of user. User can also choose to be invisible while being online. This enables him to watch his contacts without giving his status.

Various communication means are available using instant messaging. User can have an individual chat session or have a conference with multiple users. With use of web camera and voice an interactive web conference can be held using instant messaging.

III. IM Service providers/Vendors

Among the various vendors for instant messaging, America online (AOL), Yahoo and Microsoft are some of the major vendors in providing instant messaging for consumers, with AOL in the lead.

AOL Instant Messenger (AIM) – AOL has 35 million members worldwide. AIM delivers over 1.38 billion instant messages daily across the AOL network. AOL is
considered to have most of the IM Market share due to its vast online user base. AIM client is provided via download, to any of its customers\(^2\).

**MSN Messenger** – MSN has about 9 million subscriptions. Besides the subscribers, MSN Messenger can be downloaded free of charge by anyone with an access to Internet\(^3\).

**Yahoo Instant Messenger** – Just like MSN, Yahoo provides the Messenger services free of charge to anyone who wants it. Simply go to their web site and download the Yahoo Messenger. Both Yahoo and MSN support instant text and voice messages, communication face-to-face via web cameras, and affordable PC-to-phone calls anywhere in the world. Users have sent approximately 17 billion messages in December 2002 alone. In 2002, Yahoo took the IM sensation mobile through an agreement with AT&T Wireless, which lets AT&T customers and Yahoo! Messenger desktop users initiate an instant two-way chat\(^4\).

**IV. Vulnerabilities of IM**

IM as a new technology has a lot of potential. Then why IM is not used by every organization? IM seems like the solution for lot of business issues. Unfortunately IM technology has quite a few vulnerabilities. These vulnerabilities directly or indirectly create security threats and thus create a potential security risk.

- IM in consumer world utilizes public networks and uses the IM provider’s servers. It is referred to as public IM or external IM. These servers are not secured by any firewalls. On the other hand IM in the private network also called as private or internal IM can be secured by firewall.
- Sensitive information exchanged during an IM session is often stored in unsecured systems. As mentioned earlier Public IM provider’s servers are not protected by any firewalls. It is very easy for someone to eavesdrop on IM user’s private conversation.
- E-mail has become an integral part of corporate world. In large corporations e-mail is a way of mass communication. To avoid Spam and viruses entering corporate networks companies diligently filter e-mails passing through their network. Anti-virus software is used to catch any virus on the corporate e-mail system. On the other hand, files sent via IM do not pass through the corporate E-mail system. Therefore these files cannot be scanned for viruses. Computer viruses and worms can be sent through these files\(^5\).
- Lack of encryption on Public IM network means that the IM session conducted using public network is like an open book to the entire Internet

\(^2\) Data points. AOL: the worlds leading interactive service. Who We Are.


\(^4\) "Relating in real time". Yahoo! 2002 Annual report.

community. Trade secrets if communicated over Public IM can become public knowledge in seconds.

• Communication via IM cannot be monitored or logged in order to maintain corporate security.

These vulnerabilities of IM pose a serious security risk to the IM users.

V. IM related issues faced by corporations

After looking at the various IM vulnerabilities one gets an idea of some of the IM related issues. Corporate world has to face these issues if IM technology is to be utilized widely.

• Popularity of IM - Popularity of IM in itself is a problem for corporations. According to Gartner, Inc. "Instant messaging (IM) services are being implemented rapidly by employees, but enterprises will be facing severe security risks". People, who are used to keeping in touch with their loved ones via IM, see nothing wrong to download the free Public IM on their work computer. Such an unauthorized installation and usage of IM is like punching a whole in corporation’s Firewall.

• Legal Compliance – There are quite a few laws that require to protect the privacy of an individual and also maintain the proper records that can maintain the trail of individual transactions. HIPPA (Health Information Portability and Accountability Act) and Privacy Act are the recent examples. Financial institutions require that a proper log be kept of all the related account activities. Insecure IM sessions, unauthorized use of IM, lack of log records and monitoring of IM sessions etc. translates into lack of such required procedures. This could result in a lawsuit against the organization that fails to maintain such procedures. IM being so new lacks the infrastructure to maintain and create such procedures. Enterprises have to be innovative and make sure that legal requirements are satisfied. All this could mean escalated cost to use IM.

• Copyright –Potential of employees swapping copyrighted material over employer’s IM network exposes the employer to copyright related lawsuits or fines. It is so easy for employees to download the copyrighted materials such as music from the Internet and then turn around and send the same file to a friend over IM.
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• **Insecure Communication** - Businesses are required to protect information related to their customers, vendors and their own trade secret. Several specific issues come up with insecure communications in commercial sector.

1. **Identity Theft** – This is a technological nightmare for an individual who has to live it. In identity theft an individual’s identity is stolen and is used by an identity thief to conduct various monetary transactions. The person who’s identity has been stolen is not aware of these transactions. By the time an individual becomes aware of such theft bad record in the system is already established. Such crime can be easily committed. Confidential information such as your bank account number, social security number, credit card information should not be shared during IM session¹.

In Asia most of the big cities have Cyber Cafes which offer computers for hire. One observation that I have made during my use of cyber cafe is that most of the users do not realize how important it is to log out after using the service. This happens due to ignorance of the user. If you are conducting an IM session with such an ignorant user it is easy for someone to gain control of the same machine after the user has left the cafe, pose as the ‘Ignorant User’ and get some related important information out of you. In situations like this even the secure authentication system will fail. The imposter is taking the official charge of the account. Enterprises have to give serious thought to identity theft and its consequences. They have to take measure to protect the identity of their IM users.

2. **Cyber stalking** - Crime such as Cyber stalking is becoming very common. In this case stalker stalks a victim on Internet. Use of E-mail or other forms of electronic communication is used by stalker as means of stalking. Presence is the most popular feature of IM. IM gives away the presence of user. This makes it easier to stalk the person online. This could mean an enterprise has to deal with the loss of employee productive hours. Measures need to be taken to hide the identity of victim from a cyber stalker. This could mean that employer will have to get involved in possible lawsuit.

• **Immaturity** – “The rapid proliferation of IM use has resulted in individuals employing a vital communication medium without forethought,” said David Smith, vice president and Research Director for Gartner⁶. This is so true. E-mail has evolved over last 2 decades and is much more secure now. Especially with the use of modern encryption technology. The drawbacks of


IM need to be recognized and dealt with by enterprises. Considering the limitations of IM the proper security planning needs to be done.

**VI. Evaluation of IM technology by an enterprise**

After looking at the IM history, vulnerabilities of IM and IM related issues one thing is clear that Instant Messaging technology is here to stay. Then how can an enterprise get ready to adopt this technology? In spite of all the security risks there are quite a few businesses that currently use IM. May be because most of such business owners are 20 something who recognize the potential of IM and are willing to take risk to get ahead in the business. However enterprises can take a systematic approach towards the IM technology.

- **Secure IM session** - Secure communication is a very big concern in any type of transactions occurring over IM. Organization should understand and document the level of security needed for the type of transactions that would be conducted using IM. This is needed in both, Public and Private IM. If organization is using public IM then the level of security needed may be higher than the Private IM. Private IM may not need 128 bit SSL encryption. But over Public IM network such higher level will ensure that message can be read only by the recipient.

  Just because organization uses private IM does not mean it does not need to secure internal IM communication. It just means that a lesser level of encryption may be adequate. 128 bit SSL encryption could be an overkill depending on the sensitivity of the communication. No encryption or low level of encryption could be used for the regular staff. Separate level of encryption could be used for executive or sensitive level of communication.

- **Logging, Monitoring and Administration** – This allows companies to create and maintain a regulatory-compliant record of all communications. Also the IT administrative controls help prevent viruses from entering corporate network by forcing incoming files to be scanned or by not allowing any files to be transferred. This also, allows administrators to enable/disable other system features. “Free IM services will be found in 70 percent of enterprises by 2003, and it will be implemented by end-users without IT organization sanction or support”, according to Gartner, Inc.

  1. **Logging** – Most of the small businesses are using the existing public IM network services. In situations like these it is very easy to abuse the facility. Employees could be using company IM ID to conduct personal IM chat sessions. Log of IM session could be a step to prevent the abuse of
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the IM, such facility is not currently available in Public IM. In some industries logging is part of the regulatory requirement. If a Corporation has specific logging requirements it is important that the IM system being implemented fulfills those requirements.

2. **Monitoring the use of IM** – Monitoring use of IM is very important. Lot of companies monitor private usage of telephone, Internet surfing, e-mail by their employees. IM usage among employees will also be monitored very closely by the enterprises. Such monitoring can be a concern in certain industries such as health care industry. Monitoring the usage could go against the individuals right to privacy.

3. **Administration and Record keeping** - Administration of IM usage could be a huge problem in an enterprise. Sometimes the IM sessions could become long and lengthy. It is important to archive the decision making process that occurred. For example, in financial industry the law requires that a proper record of every transaction be maintained. The cost of storage could be very high. Fortunately this is one feature that is offered in Public IM. During such business oriented records some of the personal information about a client or a vendor could be captured. Administration of IM could be done similar to e-mail administration. This could be a cost saving in terms of labor and time.

However this needs to be evaluated carefully since it involves individual privacy rights. If IM is popular because of its interactive nature, the same interaction is undesirable due to its need to maintain the record trail. Just imagine a message that pops up before the IM session ‘All IM session are recorded and monitored in order to provide you better service’. Would a customer dare to IM with you?

- **Access Control**: Proper Access controls is the key factor to secure access to any network. Organization of any size should establish proper access controls in usage of IM by employees. The procedures should be identified and documented. Such policies and procedures should consider the following:
  1. **Level of access** – It is important to identify which and what level of employees can have IM access. The “read only” or “read and respond” to IM message could be limited to only employees in certain departments, such as customer service, sales etc.
  2. **Access authorization** – Access granted to select employees should be authorized by appropriate level of management. The flow of authorization should be documented and maintained on a regular basis.
  3. **Type of access** – Should the employees be allowed to use the IM services for personal use? If so that could mean employees trying to interact with other private or public IM networks. Security impact of such an access should be evaluated.
  4. **Means of access** – Should IM be installed on all desktops, laptops or wireless devices in the organization? Does organization need to restrict it to particular lab or to certain high level executive offices?
5. **Record keeping** – Policy regarding the identification of the IM sessions on records or non-records should be in place. Such records should be properly labeled with the appropriate information. Also a guideline should be created for the length of time such records should be maintained.

- **IM Interoperability** – As e-mail in the beginning had interoperability issue, IM is currently facing the same problem. User of one IM vendor can not hold IM session with user of another vendor. In short, user on Yahoo Messenger cannot start an IM session with MSN Messenger user. This is a significant limitation in the commercial and public sector. For leading vendors like AOL this is not a great concern. They already have significant user base. More users will be willing to sing up due to stability of such long lasting networks. One of the reasons that have been given by AOL is that interoperability with other networks will expose its network to the greater security risk such as hacking\(^1\).

Due to various security concerns corporations are more likely to establish Private IM networks. This gives them ability to communicate on as needed basis with other private and public IM networks. Lack of single platform limits the options an enterprise can explore. Thus creates a very big concern in the business community. Lack of integration with other enterprise application makes it a very costly affair for the enterprise to implement IM based solutions.

Currently the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) is involved in setting IM standards. The most popular industry wide IM standards are SIP and SIMPLE.

1. **Session Initiated Protocol (SIP):** SIP is a text-based protocol, similar to HTTP and SMTP, for initiating interactive communication sessions between users. Such sessions include voice, video, chat, interactive games, and virtual reality. The protocol initiates call setup, routing, authentication and other feature messages to endpoints within an IP domain\(^15\).

2. **SIMPLE stands for Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) for Instant Messaging and Presence Leveraging Extensions:** This is an application of the SIP protocol for server-to-server and client-to-server interoperability in instant messaging. SIMPLE is a step in bringing standardization to instant messaging\(^16\).


\(^16\) NetworkWorldFusion. SIMPLE (Session Initiation Protocol for IM and Presence Leveraging Extensions).
SIP and SIMPLE are the standards used by major IM industry leaders. SIMPLE standard seems to have potential of resolving the interoperability issue.

IM and other related products selected by organization need to integrate with its existing network and application interface. Functional interoperability will ensure steady and expected level of IM communication.

- **Integration with other In-house application** - The need of Integration of IM with other in-house application also should be considered. In order to make use of IM technology, IM may have to be incorporated with marketing, sales or customer support applications. Make sure that IM system being implemented can interface with the existing directory service. This can be used to ensure user authentication. Organizations focus should be on the present as well as future business & IT needs. Considerations to the future vision will help organization make an educated and selective decision about the integration of IM with existing in-house applications.

- **Cost benefit Analysis** - Most of the time cost is the deciding factor in implementation of new technology. Organization could decide to use IM in order to provide the best customer service. But if organization lacks money to implement such solution it simply cannot execute it. Cost benefit analysis will help in the selection of the appropriate IM products.

- **Risk Analysis** - Risk is associated with implementation of any new technology. Especially something as immature as IM. Risk analysis of internal, external or commercial IM usage will provide a proper insight in to the risk associated with IM technology. Various scenarios and associated risk should be considered by the organization.

- **Flexibility, diversity and dynamic product** – Even if the IM technology is new it is important to buy the product that will grow with the organization. If bought from a reputed company such product will have initial muscle to stay in the market for the long haul. Such product can develop and integrate the new features faster. Such faster service means cutting edge technology advantage to the organization.

To plan and adopt IM technology in an enterprise in a secure manner several products have become available. Public IM vendors such as AOL, Yahoo and MSN offer Enterprise grade IM products. Also variety of products that interface with the existing Public IM networks are also available in the market. These products are good but do not yet offer all the solutions to organizations security problems. Organization still has to consider the features offered by these products and choose what suits their needs. InstantMessagingPlanet.com lists
some of the IM product available. The following products seem to provide much needed solutions to various security issues discussed earlier in this paper.

**Top Secret Messenger**

Top Secret Messenger (TSM) is product developed by Encryption Software, Inc. It provides a powerful public-key encryption platform, one of the key features discussed earlier. TSM users do not have to perform any additional actions to encrypt and decrypt their messages, beyond the one-time initial and simple public-key exchange procedure. TSM uses 307-bit ECC private and session keys in its encryption.

TSM provides integrated add-on for popular instant messengers such as ICQ Instant Messenger (AOL), MSN Instant Messenger (Microsoft), Outlook Express and Outlook (Microsoft), and Miranda MSN and ICQ clone. TSM provides a choice to an organization, which utilizes Microsoft outlook for its e-mail system and is looking for enterprise grade secure Public IM product. This is a good example of integrating the new IM technology with existing system applications.

**Vayusphere Managed IM Gateway**

Vayusphere MiG provides controlled employee access to Public IM. It uses relational database to store public IM conversation. This feature allows enterprises to archive and search thereby satisfying the document retention and compliance requirements. Vayusphere MiG supports all major public IM networks including AOL Instant Messenger, MSN Messenger, and Yahoo! Messenger. Vayursphere MiG allows creation of usage and traffic reports to dynamically track IM usage.

**A.I.M. Frame**

A.I.M. Frame runs on top of AOL’s AIM. A.I.M. Frame records and logs all conversations with date/time stamp. IM logs can be integrated into enterprise databases via ODBC connection. A.I.M Frame also supports encrypted instant messaging to other A.I.M. Frame users. It is also equipped with some convenient features such as Auto spell check, send all, which let you send the same message to multiple users like an e-mail.
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11 Encryption Software: Top Secret Messenger
12 Vayusphere: Instant response for the real time enterprise. Product Vayusphere managed IM gateway
13 A.I.M Frame Automatic Instant Messaging Frame for AIM
Summary

Instant messaging is very popular and used very heavily for personal use by consumers. It seems like next logical step would be to use Instant Messaging commercially. There is a great potential for Instant Messaging products and services in the corporate world. Companies should evaluate the security needs in order to use instant messaging for commercial purposes. A cost benefit analysis of security risk and the benefit achieved to increase productivity or profit will help companies decide the direction. Looking at the variety of products and services that are out in the market it is very clear that Instant Messaging is here to stay and the demand for IM will continue to grow over the next few years, as the technology becomes robust.
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